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VITAL SIGNS 
          
 ReShort DJIA 100% on close below 17,700 
Shorted 17,533.15 on Close Dec 10                      
5% STOP at 18,409.81 Close only 
Increase to 200% Short any Cls below 17,550  
Shorted 17,280.83 -  New 5% Stop @ 18,144.87 
           
ReShort 100% on close below 2047  
Shorted 2026.14 on Close Dec 10          
Placed 5% Stop at 2127.45 
Increase to 200% Short on cls below 2017 
Short at 2002.33 on close Dec 12                           
5% Stop on the new position at 2102.45 

 
ALL OUR STOPS ARE CLOSE ONLY! 
 

VOLATILITY is keeping things sticky! 
 
  Look for tomorrow, Tuesday, to produce extremely 

emotional reactions to whatever happens internationally, 
nationally, even personally! Watch that big Full Moon rising 
at 6:08 PM EST as the crowds hit the streets heading home. 
Although occurrence follows the market’s close, the news 
may hit before, during and/or after, and most certainly, over 
the next 5 trading days. In this case, Direction is not as clear 
as the intensity of those reactions!  We are remaining short, 
even if the results are initially positive for markets. 

  There may be an attempt to control things which leads 
to a harsh push-back.  Sounds like it could be Greece once 
more, but implications are far more widespread than just one 
little country! The Pluto involvement could even bring forth 
more problems with radiation or simply the use of brute 
force.  There may be interference with someone’s personal 
power, on whatever scale. It may be political action in the 
further suppression of the price of Gold.  Currency moves? 

  In any case, last month we extended our opinion of the 
time of danger represented by the Mars-Uranus cycle out to 
Feb 13, in order to include the Mercury Retrograde period. 

  We think a sensitive indicator of the more immediate 
direction is likely to be the VIX or Volatility Index of the 
CBOE (see chart this page).  A break above recent highs, 
let’s say 26, would augur strongly for a lower market. Below 
14 might indicate more market stability and possible rise. 

  These recent gyrations are hard on both Bulls and 
Bears with traders triggering stoploss orders with wild 
swings in both directions on every change on the news ticker!

  The NEWS has been reporting on a number of unusual 
gyrations around the world. We think the biggest surprise 

was the Swiss Central Bank dropping their peg to the Euro.  Euros 
were fading so fast that the Swiss were obligated to buy huge 
quantities of Euros for their own currency, which was forcing them 
into a position of accepting tremendous inflationary risks.  The 
suddenness of the move caused Swiss Franc to rise 30% against the 
Euro in a matter of minutes. It settled out at about 18% at the end of 
day prices. 

  Then came the Greek election where the anti-E-Union 
constituencies on the Right and Left combined to overwhelm their 
Establishment elitists.  They seem adamant to tell the international 
bankers to “stuff it!” The bankers may not deserve better as they are 
very much into multiple ‘control’ scenarios. But going against them 
is a dangerous game. 

  Anytime we experience massive shifts in international 
dealings, there are big winners and big losers. Changes in the Euro 
and Greece, changes in Russian stocks and currency, changes in Oil 
and Interest Rates (mostly down), changes in governmental 
structures, lead to many hidden bankruptcies which are not revealed 
right away.  We are yet to see how these things are going to play 
out!  There will be many surprises and debts will be discharged!  
 The US FED folk are the only ones even talking about 
raising interest rates.  Most others are actually lowering rates 
because business is collapsing due to Currency Wars amongst 
nations.  We predict that Interest Rates in the US will NOT Rise this 
year – but it will NOT be a “Good Thing.”  

  Investors do not want to buy Gold & Silver when rates are 
rising, as they do not pay an interest to hold them.  However, when 
prices are in a deflationary collapse, they want something that will 
not lose its inherent value. Nations are debasing their currencies in 
an attempt to stave off a growing stall in business transactions. This 
is resulting in Negative Interest Rates in many places today. Would 
you not wish to hold Gold rather than pay the banks to keep safe? 

  We shorted first 100% of both DJIA and SPX on December 
10 on closes below our Stop IN price levels. We Shorted the second 
100% positions on December 12 on closes below our second Stop 
IN price levels. We added Stoploss orders on all four positions 5% 
above our shorting prices [See VITAL SIGNS box for further 



INTERNATIONAL TURMOIL, CURRENCY WARS – INDICES TECHNICALLY “TOUCHY” 
  

 Major Indices are threatening to break important support levels – but have not yet! Long lasting trendlines were 
breached this week, but only by a tiny margin. A bit further and we could move into a more significant corrective phase. The 
test this week will be at the 200-Day Moving Averages of the DJIA & SPX and the 4080 “Maginot Line” in the NDX 100. 
According to Investor’s Business Daily, we now have “Uptrend under pressure” with increasing numbers of “Distribution 
Days” (Certain percentage down in the Index WITH certain percent up in Volume), now 5 in S&P500 and 4 in NASDAQ. 
 
 This all gives us a set-up for a major test. A break of the 200-Day MA’s would recommend a revisit of the October 
lows (Downward spikes on the stock average charts) and could turn even more serious.  We have harped on the many high 
volume days that have been on declining prices suggesting that the sellers are more than plebian. But not all internals point 
down. NYSE New 52-week Highs were above 200 all week while New Lows never made it above 150.  On Friday, they 
declined from 150 to 114 as the New Highs only dipped from 233 to 223, perhaps because the market decline came only 
after 2:30 EST and the DJIA did not break Thursday’s intraday low (although it was the lowest Close since December 15). 
 
 It’s as if we’re watching a slow-motion approach to a steep cliff – one more step and markets will be in Free Fall! 
We have the Full Moon tomorrow, which has a reputation for precipitating situations from tension to resolution, not always 
to our liking. Whether there is a “Thank God” release or an “Oh, my God” release, tensions will be released over the next 
few trading days.  Watch the VIX or ‘Volatility Index’ for a breakout upside (above 26), as the catastrophic outcome may be 
starting.  A break below 14 indicates volatility decreasing and perhaps a more sanguine dénouement.  
 
 Note the 30-Year Bond chart at bottom/right of charts atop this page. It has recovered close to the 2012 highs. As 
Interest Rates drop, Bond prices rise. They are nearing historic Low Rates and Bond highs. Many countries now have rates 
that are negative on the shorter end including 2-year and 5-year rates. That means that people are paying banks to keep their 
money safe. Unheard of until recently, such practices are becoming more widespread in recent days.  
 
 U.S. rates are higher than most other major countries now and FED folk are talking about higher rates coming. We 
think they are “jawboning” so that investors won’t run to precious metals, which are more popular when rates are low and 
fear is high. We believe that if rates do rise here, stock markets will go into collapse mode.  We think that unlikely! 
 

HAPPY GROUNDHOG DAY! 
 
“The Dow’s performance since the end of December has been quite unimpressive, even scary to 
seasoned observers, yet the contingent of advisory bears remains exceedingly small in relation to the 
historic norm of roughly 26%. Since the beginning of 2014, the average has been a mere 16.5%. Not only 
is sentiment overtly and excessively optimistic based on other measures, it is obvious that investment 
pros are ridiculously biased, ignoring much the same circumstances that preceded trouble in the two 
previous bear cycles.”              Alan M. Newman’s STOCK MARKET CROSSCURRENTS - Jan 31,2015 
 
 



OIL FUTURES HAVE SUFFERED THE 2  WORST DECLINE IN RECENT DECADES!ND  
 

 We like the long-term charts to help us with historical perspective. That top in 2008 was the day hurricane Katrina 
made landfall in Louisiana in the area of our major oil refineries!  We also remember an important low back in the late 
1980’s.  Uranus and Neptune were tracking near to each other. Neptune is said to “rule” Oil among other things. Uranus is 
said to bring big surprises. We watched as both were due to turn to Retrograde motion within about 3 days of each other.  
We formulated that the low price for oil might take place in that time frame.  Neptune turned first and yet oil traded lower 
and bottomed exactly on the Uranus Station! It was just under $10 per barrel at that time. 
 

 In very recent years, Neptune has entered the sign of Pisces which modern astrologers have proposed that it “rules.” 
It e that this planet in his own sign has brought the world this abundance of Oil! Anyway, that’s what some of them  may b
say. It will be in Pisces for a very long time between 1 and 2 decades. So maybe oil has had it for now?  
 

 On a more ‘down to earth’ topic, the technical conditions of the oil price have been very helpful in projecting these 
lower regions. We wrote last October: “If the 90 support fails to hold, Oil may test the 83-84 level and then very strong 
support at 75.” In November, with Oil at 80.70, we posed: “The best and strongest support in the past has been the 200-
Month MA now around the 60 level.” With the chart showing the long term downside breakout at 86. And then in December 
8 CP: “Very much longer trendline off 1999 and 2002 is now about 47 and last hope of importance is around 33! It remains 
a negative picture for now, but could bounce temporarily from that trendline support.” 
 

 Well, the Oil sliced through the 200-Month MA at about 60 in December and never looked back, and is now at the 
lower trendline “…off 1999 and 2002 is now about 47…” as you can see in the current monthly chart (above). We have the 
same advice that it may bounce off this trendline, at least temporarily, yet may still approach the 33 level without too much 
ado.  So far, though, this trendline has arrested the onslaught for a longer period than any other on the way down. Our advice 
now would be to take at least half of the tremendous profits off the table and leave a quarter to a third or so to see if it breaks 
much further. It certainly has shown little ability to bounce against this steep downtrend. 
 

 We are concerned that the huge declines in Oil and other commodities, against the backdrop of trillions being created by 
Central Banks, is a serious sign that Western civilization as we know it  is about to crumble into ‘Third World’ status.  Read 
Oswald Spengler’s ‘Decline of the West’ (1918-23) for more details. More fun is ‘Parkinson’s Law’ by C. Northcote Parkinson 
who cleverly analyzed what happens when there are more chiefs than Indians (more non-producers than producers).  

 
Some of last months back page notations! 
gerous as Mars attacks Jupiter and Sun messes witJAN 1-4 = Much more active and potentially dan h Uranus/Pluto into Full Moon 4  evening. 

JAN 5 = Monday markets may be distressed over weekend jitters!    JAN 5 =Largest 

th

DOWN CLOSE to date DJIA -331.34 
JAN 9-10 = Mars attacks Uranus/Pluto = Not a good time to take chances with your personal safety. Terrorist acts, revolution, unstable econ. 
 JAN 9 = 1st day DOWN of 5 in a row 
JAN 12 = Monday again disturbed/disrupted by events of the weekend.    JAN 12= -96.53 - 2  of 4 Down in a row.nd  
JAN 16 = Especially rough for an option expiration. We think down into the close.  JAN 16=OOPS= DJIA +190.86 
JAN 30 = Fairly intense as the planetary pairs interact. One hard/difficult, One energetic/strong and one Neutral! JAN 30= DJIA -251.90 
 



 GOLD has now been able to pop its head 
above some downtrend channel lines and above 
the 1260 level mentioned last month as the 200-
Day moving average. This is the most positive 
action we have seen since October 2012. 
However, the large remaining negative is that 
there has still been NO high which has surpassed 
any previous high. 
  The classic definition of a downtrend is 
that price continues to make lower highs and 
lower lows, where an uptrend consists of higher 
highs and higher lows. Although we see some 
encouraging elements as in the MACD making 
higher highs in momentum, and the upside 
penetration of the 200-Day MA, we have yet to 
obtain a higher high in Price. 
 It will not surprise us one bit when the 
U.S. Dollar loses its lone position as the world’s 
reserve currency a la Bretton Woods, that GOLD 
will pop up to $3500/oz or more. We would keep 
an insurance position for such an overnight 
eventuality. But for trading positions, we need 
some better technical action to invest confidently. 
  
  

Last month we wrote: “30-Year Rate TYX  remains Technically weaker than the 10-Year component and is barely 
holding the 2.70% level. Look for both to attempt further reductions before a counter-trend rally can catch hold.” 
 We now have the TYX at 2.25 with no sign of a stabilizing influence. Several countries have recently gone to 
negative interest rates, at least on the short end, where one must pay the bank to hold your 2-Year and 5-Year notes! 
Safety is of great concern out there in the world. Most Americans believe that the FED is bent on raising rates in the 
months ahead.  Most other countries are actually lowering rates in efforts to stimulate business transactions.  It does not 
seem to be happening that way. We believe that a rise in rates here will collapse equity markets. 

 
 

ASTRONOMIC ACTIVITY – (Give all these a time period of +/- 2-3 Days) 
 
FEB 2-3 = Markets may be better, Maybe a high on the Full Moon.  Low in Gold and Oil possible.  Enter – but keep close Stops! Next CP! 
FEB 6 = Sun opposite Jupiter = That appeared at the 1987 crash low. DELL says: “Fiery enthusiasm may make you overextend.” 
FEB 11 = Mercury Direct Station just before 10 AM EST. Safe yet? Wait for the pass of Friday the 13th! 
FEB 18 = New Moon semi-squares Uranus and Pluto = More activation of the energy of spontaneous Revolution, earthquakes! Down Markets? 
FEB 20 = Friday Moon conjoins Venus and Mars in early Aries after the markets close = Strong energy may effect Option Expiration upside.  
FEB 23 = Sun squares Saturn early Monday morning = Markets may react lower, at least early on. Negative economic news. 
FEB 24 – MAR 2 = Aspects are very quiet. Markets are either very quiet or move (even sharply) on low volume. 
MAR 3 = Jupiter trines Uranus = Truly positive markets – somewhat inflationary = Better Economic News. 
MAR 9 = Mars trines Jupiter in the late evening = More good Economic news = General good feeling. 
MAR 11 = Mars conjoins Uranus and square Pluto = Unusual and unexpected happenings – Very likely violent. 
MAR 13 = Venus squares the stationing Juno = Possible large change in Gold/Silver (either way) Fri 13th! 
MAR 14 = Saturn Retrograde Station = Conservative Republican gains quashed by Republican Establishment = Negative economic news. 
MAR 16 = Monday evening Final square of Uranus to Pluto in Ecliptic Longitude = (3 more in Equatorial Longitude=Right Ascension) 
MAR 17 = Sun square Pallas = Metals UP! Mars 135 to Saturn = More negative economic news. 
MAR 20 = TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE at 29 Pisces 27, 33 minutes of arc from the Vernal Equinox. This is ANOTHER REALLY BIG ONE! 
MAR 22-23 = Mars semi-square and contra-parallel Neptune = INFLATION! Metals UP! Chemical spills. Violence against churches. Drunks. 
  

We are extending the danger period Mars-Uranus Crash Cycle out through Mercury Retro period, to Feb 13! 
  

ATTENTION: The CP newsletters are usually Emailed 1st Monday. Next (Mar) CP will be early-Monday, Feb 23 
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